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INTRODUCTION 
1. Purpose. 
HANDLIST OF MANUSCRIPTS 
CONTAINING CHURCH SLAVONIC TRANSLATIONS 
FROM THE OLD TESTAMENT 
ROBERT MATHIESEN 
The translations which are covered by this handlist go together not by 
virtue of their provenance or any other characteristics of the texts 
themselves, but solely by virtue of certain extra-textual facts, viz. 
their canonicity as Scripture during the period covered; their transla-
tors' intention, in the first instance, to make parts of this Scripture 
available in Church Slavonic, or, in the second instance, to supplement 
or correct that earlier body of translations of Scripture; and their 
eventual common history as components of the complete Church Slavonic 
Bible compiled in manuscript for Archbishop Gennadius of Novgorod at the 
end of the fifteenth century, and subsequently revised and printed at 
Ostroh in 1580-1581 and at Moscow in 1663. The provenance of these 
translations ranges from the West Slavs through the South Slavs to the 
East Slavs, and from the ninth or tenth century through the fifteenth. 
Moreover, the extant texts of these translations have demonstrably been 
subject to revision at various points in their history. Consequently, 
this handlist is primarily for the textologist, although it may be of 
some use to the linguist or the literary scholar as well. 
In the Church Slavonic literate culture of the Middle Ages translations 
greatly outweighed original compositions, whether in terms of sheer quan-
tity of text, or in terms of frequency with which they were read, or in 
terms of impact on participants in that literate culture. 1 In any repre-
sentative sample from the extant Church Slavonic manuscripts up to the 
end of the sixteenth century, the number of pages of translated texts 
(1) Cf. MESCERSKIJ 1958b, 1960, 1964, 1978; DINEKOV 1978, and also the 
observations of LIXACEV 1973, 15-23, on "literary transplantation." 3 
4 
will be overwhelmingly greater than the number of pages of original com-
positions. Moreover, the canonical prescriptions according to which 
texts were read and sung during parish worship or in the course of monas-
tic life insured that each member of a parish or a monastic community 
would normally hear translated texts much more frequently than original 
compositions 1n Church Slavonic, even if his parish or monastic community 
was one in which original works in that language were composed, copied, 
or read. Indeed, this preponderance of translations over original com-
positions has left its imprint on the texts themselves. Although specia-
lists have managed to find a number of translated texts which have been 
influenced by the diction of original compositions, cases where the in-
fluence has been in the other direction are much more common. Even the 
novice scholar, if he has a basic familiarity with the Church Slavonic 
translations of Biblical and liturgical texts, can find many traces of 
their influence in the diction of almost any original composition which 
he may happen to be examining. 
For this reason a sober and impartial specialist in the literature of the 
Church Slavonic cultural community may well conclude that the most urgent 
need at present is not for more studies of original works of literature, 
or even for bigger and better editions of these original works, but ra-
ther for preliminary critical editions of the most important translations 
into Church Slavonic, which may serve until such time as full critical 
editions can be made available. Such preliminary editions have in fact 
been published for the translations of certain historical works, and also 
for the translations of a few of the shortest books of the Old Testament, 
but a truly enormous amount of work remains to be done. 2 (The Psalter 
and the New Testament, except for the Book of Revelation, have been some-




See the editions of Old Testament texts by EVSEEV, MIXAJLOV, TUNIC-
KIJ and VAJS (listed in the bibliography), and cf. MESCERSKIJ 1973, 
1976. For editions of historical works see MESCERSKIJ 1978, 68-93. 
See the editions cited by METZGER 1963, 73-96; 1977, 394-442; DOSTAL 
1965; HANNICK 1972; MESCERSKIJ 1978, 48-67. 
The central position among all the translations into Church Slavonic is 
occupied by the translations of the various parts of the Bible. The Bib-
lical texts hold this position not only because Church Slavonic literate 
culture assigned it to them as the very Word of God, but also because 
they were the primary source from which hymnographers and homileticists 
drew their language and their artistry, from which theologians took their 
premisses and their arguments, from which historians derived their con-
ceptions of the origin, the stages and the purpose of all human activity, 
and so forth. It would seem, therefore, that the first of the prelimi-
nary critical editions of Church Slavonic translations ought to be edi-
tions of the various parts of the Bible. 
Each translation of a part of the Bible into Church Slavonic has had its 
own history, which offers its own set of problems to a would-be editor. 
In the New Testament, the history of the translation of the Tetraevange-
lion seems largely to have paralleled that of the Apostolos, but to have 
differed sharply from that of the Book of Revelation; and in the Old Tes-
tament, the translation of the Psalter has had its own history, which 
followed a different course from that taken by the Octateuch and the 
Tetrabasileion or that taken by the Sixteen Prophets. The lectionaries 
of the New Testament (the Evangeliarion and the Epistolarion) and of the 
Old Testament (the Prophetologion or Paroimiarion) pose yet other prob-
lems. The present handlist has only these textological problems in view 
which are posed by the extant manuscripts of whole books of the Old Testa-
ment (with the exception of the Psalter). 
Although these textological problems have been examined by a number of 
very competent scholars (as noted below), no definitive solution to any 
of them has yet been obtained, or can be obtained until all the textolo-
gical evidence has been examined. Yet none of these scholars, not even 
the most thorough, managed to examine all extant manuscripts of the texts 
which he investigated, nor even to cite all manuscripts of those texts 
which had been described in print by the time of his research. Clearly 
there is a real need for a handlist of manuscripts such as the present 
one. 
This handlist, though it is more comprehensive than any list published so 
far, cannot be complete, for it has of necessity been compiled entirely 
from published secondary sources. Its compiler has had no opportunity 5 
6 
to see any of the manuscripts himself, nor even to work in any of the 
collections where the manuscripts are held; moreover, he resides in a 
country where Slavic philology only recently began to be cultivated to 
any great extent, and where the kinds of scholarly publications in which 
such manuscripts have been described are extremely rare, if held at all. 
Therefore he trusts that his colleagues will excuse its faults as they 
work to correct them. 
2. Scope. 
This handlist includes all manuscripts, written no later than 1p00 A.D., 
which contain translations of entire books of the Old Testament, other 
than the Psalter, into Church Slavonic. Therefore it excludes the fol-
lowing classes of manuscripts. 
A. Manuscripts of translations into vernacular Slavic languages (often 
with an admixture of Church Slavonic), e.g. Francisk Skaryna's transla-
tions from Latin into Belorussian (partly influenced by the earlier 
Church Slavonic text), and the anonymous translations from Hebrew into 
Belorussian (with the Aramaic passages translated into Churcn Slavonic) 
preserved in the Codex Vilnensis. 4 
B. Manuscripts of the Psalter. These manuscripts are so numerous, and 
so many of them are so old, that their inclusion would throw this handlist 
out of balance. They merit a separate inventory of their own. 
C. Manuscripts containing liturgical readings (lections) from the Old 
Testament, e.g. the Prophetologion, and later also the liturgical Menaea 
and the Lenten and Festal Triodia, according to the Byzantine rite, and 
the Missal and Breviary according to the Roman rite. Each of these sub-
classes merits its own inventory, for the same reason as the Psalter. 5 
(4) For Skaryna's translations see VLADIMIROV 1888; EVSEEV ·1912-15, II, 
1361-65. For the translations in the Codex Vilnensis see DOBRJAN-
SKIJ 1882, 441-47cno. 262(10)]; EVSEEV 1902b; 1912-15, II, 1357-61; 
SOBOLEVSKIJ 1903, 399-400; PERETC 1908a, 1908b, 1915; ALTBAUER 1968. 
(5) EVSEEV 1911, I, 440, reports that he had counted 3,352 cyri 11 ic 1 i-
turgical manuscripts (including Psalters) of the XI-XVII centuries 
which contain Old Testament lections. Lists of Prophetologia are 
given by EVSEEV 1897a, I, 31-34; 1905, pp.LIII-LIX; MIXAJLOV 1907; 
1912, pp.LXXXIX-CX. Lists of glagolitic Breviaries and Missals 
D. Manuscripts of the Great Menologia ( VeZikie minei aet'i), which 
Metropolitan Macarius of Moscow caused to be compiled in the sixteenth 
century. The precise identification of the Old Testament texts which 
they contain poses a special problem. 6 (It appears that the Great Meno-
logia contain at least the following books of the Old Testament (or large 
parts of them): Hosea [17.XJ, Joel [19.XJ, Obadiah [19.XIJ, Nahum [1.XIIJ, 
Habakkuk [2.XIIJ, Zephaniah [J.XIIJ, Haggai [16.XIIJ, Daniel [17.XIIJ, 
Si rach Ol.XII J, Malachi [3.1 J, Micah [5.1 J, Jonah [21.1 J, Zechariah 
[8.11], Jeremiah, Lamentations, Baruch, the Epistle of Jeremiah [1.VJ, 
Job [6.VJ, Isaiah [9.VJ, IV Kings 1-13 [14.VI J, Amos [15.VI J, passages 
from the Pentateuch with commentary [20.VIJ, Ill Kings 17-IV Kings 13 
[20.VIIJ, Ezekiel [21.VIIJ, Ecclesiastes [Jl.VIIJ, 1-11 Maccabees 
[l.VIIIJ, Micah [14.VIIIJ, 1-11 Kings [20.VIIIJ, the Psalter, the Prayer 
of Manasses [20.VIIIJ. In place of the Octateuch there are large excerpts 
from a Palaea [1,4.1XJ.) 
E. Manuscripts of various historical compilations which treat Jewish 
history, e.g. the several kinds of chronographs and palaeae. Here, too, 
the precise identification of the Old Testament texts which they contain 
usually poses a special problem. There is, however, a small number of 
chronographs-including some of the most archaic kinds now extant-in which 
the texts drawn from different sources are more or less sharply demarca-
ted, so that one can easily identify the entire Old Testament books which 
they contain; these few chronographs have been included in this handlist. 
F. Manuscripts containing short excerpts from the Old Testament (and 
often from other sources as well), e.g. the lzbornik of 1076 which con-
tains about one fourth of the Wisdom of Jesus the Son of Sirach, but only 
in the form of brief passages adduced without much care for their origi-
are given by VAJS 1910 and 1948, respectively, with careful notes on 
the Biblical texts in each manuscript; many of these texts have been 
pub! ished and studied by BERCIC (1859, 1860, 1864, 1864-71), VAJS 
(1903-04, 1905a, 1905b, 1908, 1910a, 1910b, 1912, 1913, 1914, 1915), 
NAHTIGAL (1902) and MIXAJLOV (1904, 1905, 1908). 
(6) IOSIF 1892; ABRAMOVI~ 1905-10, II, 1-154[nos. 1317-1323J; PROTAS'EVA 
1970-73, I, 170-208, pl.XIX[nos. 784-805J. 7 
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nal order. 7 To this class belongs the remarkable thirteenth-century lz-
bornik from the collection of F.A. Tolstoj, containing many excerpts from 
Church Slavonic translations (no longer extant in their entirety) of 
books of the Old Testament with commentary by Theodoret of Cyrrhus. 8 
G. Manuscripts copied from some printed edition of the Church Slavonic 
Bible, usually from the first (Ostroh, 1580-1581) or the second (Moscow, 
1663). 9 
H. Manuscripts written later than 1600 A.D. The sources from which this 
handlist has been drawn cite such late manuscripts only exceptionally, 
and most of the ones which they do cite fall also into one of the pre-
ceding seven classes of excluded manuscripts. The dozen or so manu-
scripts which have been excluded from this handlist solely because of 
their recent date all contain texts which are quite commonly found in 
earlier manuscripts. 
After the exclusion of these eight classes of manuscripts there ~emain 141 
manuscripts to be included in this handlist. Most of these manuscripts 
were written in the fifteenth or the sixteenth century, and most of them 
were written by East Slavs (or, at least, in an East Slavic variety of 
Church Slavonic). The following table may be of some interest. (Two 
manuscripts for which no date was found have been omitted from the table, 
and eight manuscripts for which dates in two centuries were found have 
been assigned to the earlier of the two.) 
(7) 
(8) 
South Slavic East Slavic 
XII century 0 3 
XIII 0 1 
XIV 1 6 
XV 7 41 
XVI 16 64 
Cf. SPERANSKIJ 1904. 
KALAJDOVIC & STROEV 1825, 213Cno. 1.6J; LAVROVSKIJ 1859, 17-24 
[no. 2J; NIKOL'SKIJ 1892; 1896; PETROV 1894; SOBOLEVSKIJ 1906, p1.9; 
1908, p1.4; GRANSTREM 1953, 28Cno. Q.p.I.18J; KOVTUN 1963, 48-56, 
398-99, 418-20; SELAMANOVA 1966, 201Cno. 353J. 
(9) E.g., PORFIR'EV, VADKOVSKIJ & KRASNOSEL'CEV 1881-87, I, 3Cno. 2(73)J, 
5-8Cno. 5(331)J; TITOV 1888-1907, Ill, 1-2Cno. 282J. Concerning the 
printed Church Slavonic Bibles see MATHIESEN 1979, 1980, 1981. 
J. Earlier Results. 
The first careful philological investigations of any of these manuscripts 
were published by A.X. Vostokov (1781-1864) in his catalogue of the col-
lection in the Rumjancev Museum and by A.V. Gorskij (1812-1875) and K.l. 
Nevostruev (1815-1872) in the first two volumes of their catalogue of the 
Moscow Synodal Library. The work of these scholars laid the solid foun-
dation on which all later scholarship has built. The collections which 
they described, and the other collections with which they are known to 
have worked systematically, include more than 45 of the manuscripts in 
this handlist, or about one third of all such manuscripts known today. 
As expected, most of these manuscripts are East Slavic in origin; only a 
very small fraction of the 24 South Slavic manuscripts in this handlist 
were in Russia at that time. 
Gorskij and Nevostruev, relying in part on Vostokov's results, were able 
to demonstrate the presence of four historical strata in the total corpus 
of Church Slavonic Biblical translations, as found in East Slavic manu-
scripts. The first and oldest of these strata contains the Psalter, the 
New Testament (with the possible exception of Revelation), and probably 
also four of the Twelve Minor Prophets, viz. Zephaniah, Haggai, Zechariah 
and Malachi. We now know that the Old Testament Lectionary (the Paroi-
miarion) belongs to the same stratum. This stratum was laid down in the 
second half of the ninth century, when Constantine (Cyril) and Methodius 
made the first extensive Biblical translations into Old Church Slavonic. 
The second stratum is almost as old, containing the work of South Slavic 
translators (principally Bulgarians) from the late ninth century on. Here 
belong the Octateuch, the Tetrabasileion, the Sixteen Prophets (except for 
the four Minor Prophets mentioned above) with their accompanying commen-
tary, and also Proverbs, the Wisdom of ben Sirach (i.e. Ecclesiasticus), 
Job with its commentary, the Song of Songs with its commentaries, and 
Ecclesiastes with its commentary. Gorskij and Nevostruev also attempted 
to isolate several narrower historical layers within this stratum, but 
this part of their investigation is less convincing. 
Only the translations in these two strata are found in South Slavic manu-
scripts (leaving out of account a few very late South Slavic copies of 
East Slavic manuscripts). The work of later scholars (e.g. S.M. Kul'ba-
kin, I.E. Evseev, A.V. Mixajlov, P.S. Kuznecov) has shown that at least 9 
some of these translations occur in two clearly distinguishable redac-
tions, one found in East Slavic manuscripts, the other in South Slavic 
manuscripts. Although only a few translations have been examined with 
this point in view, no counterexample has yet appeared; one may perhaps 
conjecture that most of the Old Testament translations from these two 
strata will be found in distinct South and East Slavic redactions. 
The translations in the third and fourth strata occur only in East Slavic 
manuscripts; as might be expected, they do not show the characteristic 
double redaction of the translations belonging to the first two strata. 
The third stratum contains only one translation, Esther, which (as Vos-
tokov rightly supposed) was made from the Hebrew in Kievan Rus'. (Qne 
of Gorskij and Nevostruev's few serious mistakes was their ascription of 
this translation to a later period, perhaps as late as the fifteenth cen-
tury.) The fourth stratum contains translations from the Latin of a 
whole series of Old Testament books (and parts of books) made at Novgorod 
at the end of the fifteenth century. These translations were commis-
sioned by Archbishop Gennadius of Novgorod expressly to supplement the 
whole corpus of translations from the three earlier strata, so as to pro-
duce a complete Church Slavonic text of the Bible. This fourth stratum 
includes 1-11 Chronicles, the Prayer of Manasses, I-III Esdras, Nehemiah, 
Tobit, Judith, the Wisdom of Solomon, 1-11 Maccabees, and parts of Esther, 
Jeremiah and Ezekiel (to supply extra passages and fill up gaps in the 
available copies of the earlier translations of these books). Several 
manuscripts contain only these Gennadian translations, and there are also 
four manuscripts of Archbishop Gennadius' complete Church Slavonic Bible, 
comprising translations from all four strata. 
Most subsequent scholarship attempted to explore minor questions raised 
by individual manuscripts in light of Vostokov's and Gorskij and Nevostru-
ev's conclusions. Such work, on the whole, is sufficiently chronicled 
by its inclusion in the bibliography and by the citations of it in the 
list of manuscripts. There are, however, two later scholars who deserve 
to be noticed somewhat more fully: I.E. Evseev (1868-1921) and A.V. Mi-
xajlov (1859-1927). 
Evseev's work was remarkably comprehensive, ranging over a wide variety 
of problems connected with Church Slavonic (and Slavic) Old Testament 
10 texts, but coming back again and again to the Sixteen Prophets. His mono-
graphs on the Church Slavonic translations of Isaiah and Daniel broke 
new ground in several ways, not the least of which was the large number 
of manuscripts examined. In the case of Daniel, in particular, Evseev 
discovered a second Church Slavonic translation, extant in just two manu-
scripts, which he argued should be assigned to the first of the four 
strata, and was in fact the work of Methodius in the late ninth century. 
Evseev had a taste for speculation, and many of his results still await 
independent confirmation by other scholars, but even his wildest specu-
lations merit serious consideration. 
Mixajlov seems to have had a more sober temperament, and something of an 
active distaste for any but the most cautious speculation. He worked on 
the Octateuch, and principally on Genesis and Ruth. Whereas Evseev pro-
duced a series of articles and monographs opening wide vistas for fur-
ther thought, Mixajlov preferred to produce thorough critical editions 
with virtually exhaustive sets of variant readings from all known manu-
scripts, which he describes at much greater length than Evseev. For 
the last decade or so of their lives these two enormously competent 
scholars, with their radically different temperaments and principles, 
were voluntarily yoked together in the Committee for the Scientific Edi-
tion of the Slavonic Bible (Komissija po naucnomu izdaniju slavjanskoj 
Biblii). 10 This Committee, organized and to some extent dominated by 
Evseev, was founded in 1915 under the aegis of the Petrograd Theological 
Academy, and in 1918 left that institution for the sponsorship of the 
Academy of Sciences. It soon attracted the attention of all specialists 
working on the Church Slavonic Bible, most of whom actively cooperated 
with it in one way or another, and presently a program of editions took 
shape. The times, however, were not propitious: only one of the planned 
editions ever was published, and only its first part (TUNICKIJ 1918); 
and with Evseev's unexpected death the Committee, too, died. Had it sur 
vived, and had circumstances permitted, such a handlist as the present 
one would long ago have become unnecessary. 
During the last three decades or so, individual scholars once again began 
to look at some of the textological problems of these translations and 
(10) Cf. EVSEEV 1912, 1915. 11 
12 
the manuscripts containing them. Preeminent among them is N.A. Mescer-
skij, whose studies and editions deal with some of the most interesting 
manuscripts in the present handlist. Most of his published work has 
dealt with the non-Biblical texts in these manuscripts, among which are 
several Byzantine chronicles and Josephus Flavius' Jewish War; but many 
of his results pertain to the manuscripts in their entirety, and thus 
also to the Biblical texts which they contain. Here, too, might be men-
tioned the studies by Ja. S. Lur'e and by B.M. Kloss on certain manu-
scripts connected in various ways with the major ideological controver-
sies of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries in Russia: a number of 
these manuscripts are also important for the textology of the Church Sla-
vonic Old Testament. Perhaps circumstances are once again favoring the 
kind of scholarship which this handlist is intended to serve. 
4. The Entries. 
The handlist contains a separate entry for each of the 141 manuscripts 
covered. The entries have been arranged by present locations (Athas, 
Beograd, Bucure~ti, Kyjev, Leningrad, Moskva, Odessa, Rila, Vilnius, War-
szawa, Zagreb) and by institutions, with five manuscripts at the end 
whose present location is uncertain. 11 
The first line of each entry contains the following seven items: 
(1) the most recent known citation number (shelf number, call number) of 
the manuscript in its collection; 
(2) the format, using the traditional terminology (2°, 4°, 8°, 16° 
folio, quarto, octavo, sexto decimo); 
(3) the number of folia (where sources differ, the largest number is 
given); 
(4) the date (years in Arabic numerals, centuries in Roman numerals), 
generally inferred; 12 
(11) Manuscripts in collections which were destroyed by fire (Athas, 
BMHP; Beograd, NB), not just dispersed, have been left in their 
proper places in the list. 
(12) Inferred dates, if in Arabic numerals, are enclosed in square bra-
ckets; all dates in Roman numerals are inferred dates. The follow-
ing abbreviations are used in dates: in ineunte 11 beginning 11 ~ 
(5) the so-called "recension" or izvod of the text, usually determined 
from its orthography (E East Slavic, S =South Slavic-- finer distinc-
tions, ~.g. between Serbian and Bulgarian, are not recorded); 13 
(6) the contents; and 
(7) the serial number of the entry in the handlist. 
The contents of each manuscript are specified by various abbreviations, 
which are explained in the following section. In the case of a few 
manuscripts, generally those characterized as MISCELLANY or CHRONOGRAPH 
in the first line of the entry, a more detailed account of their contents 
is given in a second line. These lines begin at the left margin. They 
are followed by one or more indented lines giving the bibliography for 
each manuscript. 
5. TYpes of Manuscripts. 
With some exceptions, the 141 manuscripts in this handlist can be classi-
fied into a small number of distinct types according to the particular 
books of the Old Testament which they contain and the order in which 
these books follow one another. Moreover, the 24 South Slavic manuscripts 
sharply differ from the 117 East Slavic manuscripts in this respect, al-
though they contain much the same books of the Old Testament in the same 
Church Slavonic translations. One can observe still other sharp dif-
ferences of the same character if one compares the Old Testament manu-
scripts in Church Slavonic with those in the other languages of early and 
medieval Christendom, such as Greek, Latin, Syriac, Armenian, Georgian, 
Coptic and Ethiopic. These differences go far beyond the relatively 
slight ways in which the various early and medieval Churches differed 
from one another in their canons of Scripture, i.~. in their formal defi-
nitions of which books are to be considered as Scripture and which are 
not. It is not nearly so much a question of differences in theology as 
one of differences in scribal traditions. In the Middle Ages the scribal 
med-= media ••middle'', ex= exeunte dending••, q. 
third, h. half. 
quarter, th. 
(13) The nationality of the scribe himself, who may not even have been a 
Slav, is in principle irrelevant: it is the text and its language 
that are decisive. Most texts by Rumanian scribes clearly belong 
to the South Slavic "recension" in these respects, although a few 
of their texts belong to the East Slavic one. 13 
traditions for Old Testament manuscripts which the Orthodox South Slavs 
followed were largely different from those followed by their East Slavic 
co-religionists, although the Church Slavonic translations which they 
used were largely the same. 14 This is a fact in the history of Medieval 
Slavic cultures which deserves investigation. 
If we leave the Gennadian translations out of account for the moment, 
the manuscripts which we have to investigate contain the following groups 
of Old Testament books: 
(1) The Pentateuch (PEN), containing Genesis (Gn), Exodus (Ex), Leviti-
cus (Lv), Numbers (Nu), Deuteronomy (Dt); 
(2) Joshua (Jsh), Judges (Jdg), Ruth (Rth), as a sequence (JJR); 
These eight books together constitute the Octateuch (OCT). 
(3) The Tetrabasi lei on (BAS), containing 1-IV Kings [or "Kingdoms," also 
known as 1-11 Samuel, 1-11 KingsJ (1-4K); 
(4) Esther (Esth); 
(5) Job (Jb); 
(6) Proverbs (Pr); 
(7) Ecclesiastes (Ecc); 
(8) The Song of Songs (Ct); 
(9) The Wisdom of ben Sirach [also known as Ecclesiasticus] (Sir); 
The standard sequence Pr+Ct+Sir+Jb constitutes a Sapiental Collection 
(SAP). 
(10) The Sixteen Prophets (PR), containing the four Major Prophets, viz. 
Isaiah (Is), Jeremiah (Jr), [with Lamentations (Lm), Baruch (Bar) and the 
Epistle of Jeremiah (EpJr) as appendages], Ezekiel (Ez), Daniel (Dn); and 
the twelve Minor Prophets, viz. Hosea (Hs), Joel (Jl), Amos (Am), Obadiah 
(Ob), Jonah (Jnh), Micah (Me), Nahum (Nah), Habakkuk (Hb), Zephaniah 
(Zph), Haggai (Hg), Zechariah (Zch) and Malachi (Ml); 
(11) Daniel (Dn) by itself, not with the other Prophets as in the preced-
ing group. 
The texts in groups 5,7,8, 10 and 11 are usually or always found with com-
mentaries or catenae, the presence of which is signaled by an asterisk 
(14) The redactional differences mentioned above, though easy to notice, 
14 are relatively slight from the textological point of view. 
(e.g. On* Dan<el with a commentary). 
As. noted above, the 1iennadian translations (GT) compris.e I-ll Chronicles 
(1-2Chrl, 1-111 Esdras (J-3Esd} and Nehemiah. (Nehl. Tobit (Tb), Judith 
(Jdth), the Wisdom of Solomon (Wisl, and 1·11 Maccabees (1-2MccL as well 
as passages to fill out the earlier translations of Esther, Jeremiah and 
Ezekiel. The Prayer of Manasses (~n), which is appended to I I Chroni-
cles, seems also to be a Gennadian translation, although there exists an 
earlier translation of it as well, found as an appendix to certain manu-
scripts of the Psalter, 
All these texts may be combined with one another, with the Psalter (Ps) 
and the New Testament (NT) --with or without Revelation (Rev)--, or 
even with non-Biblical texts (n), to yield larger units: in addition to 
various Miscellanies and Chronographs, and one so-called "pre-Gennadian 
Bible'' about which 1 ittle is known, there are four manuscripts of Arch-
bishop Gennadius' complete Bible (BIBLE(G)) . 15 
Of the 117 East Slavic manuscripts in this handlist, 74 clearly belong to 
one or another of the following types: 
The Pentateuch (PEN) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15 mss. 
The sequence Joshua+Judges+Ruth, followed 
by the Tetrabasi lei on and Esther (JJR+BAS+Esth) .... .. .... .. 11 
or by the Tetrabasileion alone (JJR+BAS} .................. . 
or by Esther alone (JJR+Esth) ............................. . 
Chronographs & Chronicles of various kinds, containing 
OCT+BAS+Esth ....................................•.......... 
OCT, BAS, On, Jb(pt), ls{pt), Jr(pt) ....................... 2 
Job with the commentary by Olympiodorus, abridged (Jb*) •..•..... 
or with that commentary unskillfully suppressed (Jb) ...... . 
The Sixteen Prophets with a catena (PR*)........................ 27 
or with that catena unskillfully suppressed (PR) ........... 4 
The Bible of Archbishop Gennadius (BIEILE(G)l...... .............. 4 
Perhaps also the 8 manus.cripts containing Daniel with the commentary by 
Hippolytus, us.ually in company with Hippolytus\ On the Antichrist, con-
(15) In addition to the abbreviations specified above, pt(_s)=part(s.l and 
frag=fragment are also used in the handl ist. 15 
stitute a type in a looser sense, but mos.t of these manuscripts contain 
other texts as well, which differ from manuscript to manuscript. Simi-
larly, one might suggest that the 4 manuscripts devoted exclusiyely to 
Gennadian translations constitute a loose type, althou~h each of the four 
has its component books in a different order. The remaining 31 Eas.t Sla-
vic manuscripts do not clearly constitute types. 
Almost all of the 24 South Slavic manuscripts belong to well-defined 
types as fo 11 ows: 
The Octateuch and the Tetrabasileion, 
either together (OCT+BAS) .............•..... ,., •. , ....•..•.. 5 mss. 
(OCT) .........................•. ,................. 3 
or singly 
(BAS) .............................• ,.............. 4 
The Sixteen Prophets (PR) ........................................ 3 
The Sapiental Collection together with 
the Tetrabasileion (BAS+SA?) ............................... . 
or the Sixteen Prophets (PR+SAP) .......................... .. 
or both (BAS+PR+SAP) ....................................... . 
Job with the commentary by Olympiodorus, not abridged (Jb*) ...... 3 
Apart from Job, these manuscripts seem to conform to an ordered sequence 
OCT, BAS, PR, SAP; whenever two or more of the four components cooccur, 
they cooccur in the specified order. 
Of the translations from the first two strata, only Ecclesiastes occurs 
exclusively in East Slavic manuscripts. No South Slavic manuscript in 
this handlist contains any translation from the third and fourth strata. 
A detailed study of the typology of these manuscri,pts will b.e publis.hed 
e 1 sewhere, 16 Here i. t wi 11 suffice briefly to compare the ChJJrch S 1 a yon i c 
types with th.e types of Greek manuscripts. J 7 As one might expect, the 
similarities are very great; there are many Greek manuscripts. of the same 
types as the Church Slavonic Octateuch and Tetrabasileion (~ither sepa-
(161 "The Typology of Cyrillic Manuscripts (East Slavic vs. South Slavic 
Old Testament Manuscripts}," a paper to be read at the Ninth 
International Con~ress of Slayists (Kiev, 1983). 
16 (17) Cf. RAHLFS 1914. 
rately or together), the Sixteen Prophets (witb or without a commentary), 
and Job (with or without a commentary). However, the Sapiential Collec-
tion (Pr+Ct+Sir+Jb) found in 3 Church Slavonic manuscripts has no Greek 
source, and may represent a South Slavic innovation; and the Chronographs 
and Chronicles included in this handlist are clearly East Slavic innova-
tions, drawing their Biblical texts from Church Slavonic manuscripts of 
other types (PEN, JJR+BAS+Esth, etc.). The Bible of Archbishop Genna-
dius, as is well known, derives its structure from one of the fifteenth-
century forms of the Latin Vulgate. 
The East Slavic custom of dividing the sequence of books from Genesis 
through IV Kings into two volumes after Deuteronomy (yielding PEN and 
JJR+BAS+Esth), rather than after Ruth (yei I ding OCT and BAS) in the 
manner of the South Slavs, and also the position of Esther after IV Kings 
in East Slavic manuscripts, are virtually unparalleled in the Greek 
manuscript tradition, and only slightly more common in the Latin one. 
In each case it may be a question of East Slavic revisions based on Heb~ 
rew texts. In the Hebrew manuscript tradition, the Pentateuch or Torah 
is one of the three major parts of the Bible (i.e. the Christian Old Tes-
tament), and is generally copied by itself. A certain number of East Sla-
vic Pentateuchs, including some of the earliest, clearly have as their 
archetype a Church Slavonic manuscript which had been more or less sys-
tematically corrected against a Hebrew manuscript. 18 Moreover, as noted 
above, the Church Slavonic text of Esther, in its pre-Gennadian form, is 
a translation from the Hebrew made in Kievan Rus' sometime in the twelfth 
or thirteenth century. 19 
The typology of manuscripts in general, and of Biblical manuscripts in 
particular, is just beginning to come into its own as a field of investi-
gation, but it is already clear that it will yield a good harvest to re-




MES~ERSKIJ 1955a; cf. 1960; 1978, 29-30 1 47, mentioning other early 
East Slavic translations from the Hebrew, 17 
MANUSCRIPTS 
ATHOS, Bibliotheke t~s Mon~s Haglou PaGJou CBMHPJ, 
unknown XV I S OCT 
LEONID 1875, 37; MIXAJLOV 1900-08; 1912, pp.XXVII-XXIXCno. IVJ. 
unknown XVI s BAS 2 
LEONID 1875, 37. 
BEOGRAD, Narodna biblioteka CNB J, 
1557-1558 25(459) 2° 419 ff. s OCT+BAS 
SPERANSKIJ 1898, 30-31; STOJANOVIC 1903, 8Cno. 25(459)J; KUL'BAKIN 
1904-05, [II J, 27-28; LAVROV 1915, 308-309; 1916, pl.82. 
26(508) 8° 296 ff. 1542-1543 S PR 
STOJANOVIC 1903, 8Cno. 26(508)J; LAVROV 1915, 275. 
BUCURE~TI, Biblioteca Academiei RPR CBA RPRJ, Manusarisele slave 
[Ms. slav. J, 
84 20 325 ff. XVI s Rev*+PR 
JACIMIRSKIJ 1898, 5-6Cno. 1 (81) J; 1905, 615-621 CNeamt no. 1 (81) J; 
' 
EVSEEV 1905, p.LXIICno. 111.7J; PANAITESCU 1959, 108-109Cno. 84J. 
85 20 279 ff. XV s OCT+ BAS 
JACIMIRSKIJ 1898, 6-7Cno. 2(11)J; 1905, 621-623, pi .XIII (26) CNeam~ 
no. 2(11)J; PANAITESCU 1959, 110Cno. 85J. 
86 40 490 ff. XVI GT 
C1-2Chr+Mn+1Esd+Neh+2-3Esd+Tb+Jdth+Esth+Wis+1-2Mcc+Jr(pt)J 
JACIMIRSKIJ 1898, 7-8Cno. 3(96)J; 1905, 623-626, pl.lll (5) CNeam} 






96 2° 278 ff. 1503 s Jb* 8 
JACIMIRSKIJ 1898, 21-22Cno. 19(34) J; 1905, 644-646 CNeam} no. 19 
(34)J; PANAITESCU 1959, 123-124Cno. 96J. 
171 2° 325 ff. XV s BAS+SAP+n 
JACIMIRSKIJ 1905, 245-254 CMuzeul de antichita~i no. 1(1141)J; 1906, 
20-21 [text no. 10J; PANAITESCU 1959, 256-258Cno. 171J. 
9 
unknown 2° ca.50 ff. XVI S 4K(frag) 10 
18 JACIMIRSKIJ 1905, 21-22 CAgapia no. 1 (32) (33) J. 
unknown XVI s MISCELLANY 11 
ERev+n+Jb+3-4K(frag)J 
JACIMIRSKIJ 1905, 62-66 CAgapia no. 28J. 
KYJEV, Central'na naukova biblioteka Akademiji nauk Ukraijins'koji RSR 
ECNB AN URSRJ, Viddil rukopysiv, MYxajZovs'kyj monastyP EMYx.J, 
422 2° 303 ff. 1500 E PR* 12 
PETROV 1892-1904, II, 135-136Eno. 422(1642)J; PERETC 1930, 296-297. 
LENINGRAD, Bib I ioteka Akademi i nauk SSSR EBAtD, Otdel rukopisnoj 
redkoj knigi, Osnovnoe sobPanie (no. 31), 
11.8.4 20 340 ff. XVIE2nd q.J E OCT+ BAS 
SREZNEVSKIJ & POKROVSKIJ 1910, 383. 
17.13.12 40 276 ff. XVI in JJR+BAS+Esth 
SREZNEVSKIJ & POKROVSKIJ 1910, 56-57. 
17.17.9 20 1469 ff. [ca.1560-1580J E CHRONICLE 
Elllustrated Chronicle, vol.ll, incl. Rth, BAS, Tb, Esth, Dn(pts); 
vol.I=GIM, Muz. 358; 8 further vols. without Biblical texts exist.] 
PRESNJAKOV 1900, 1901; MESCERSKIJ 1955a, 204Eno. 8J; 1958a, 17-18 
Eno. 14J; KOPANEV, KUKU~KINA & POKROVSKAJA 
1965, esp. 102-314. 
24.4.28 2° 550 ff. 1507 
1965, 14-24; PODOBEDOVA 
E MISCELLANY 
EPR+Jb(pts)+Pr+Wis(pts)+BAS(pts)+Ecc+Ct+n+Sir+Ps+NT+nJ 
FILARET & SREZNEVSKIJ 1859/60; LAVROV 1933/34; ALEKSEEV & LIXACEVA 
1978. 
33.10.4 E MISCELLANY 
C1-2Chr+1Esd+Neh+2-3Esd+Tb+Jdth+Esth+Jb+Pr+Ecc+Wis+Sir+PR+1-2MccJ 
SREZNEVSKIJ & POKROVSKIJ 1910, 55-56. 
45.13.4 2° 366 ff. XVI E4th q.J E CHRONOGRAPH 
[Begins with OCT+BAS+Esth.J 
SREZNEVSKIJ 1903-04, Ill , 109-123Eno. 12J; ISTRIN 1905; MESCERSKIJ 
1955a, 204-205Eno. 17J; 1958a, 16Cno. 3J; KOPANEV, KUKU~KINA & 
POKROVSKAJA 1965, 7-13; ME~CERSKIJ 1974; TVOROGOV 1975, 17, 75-76. 
LENINGRAD, BAN, APxangeZ'skoe sobPanie (no. 7) cAPx.J, 








VIKTOROV 1890, 72CAntoniev Sijskij monastyr' no. 12(2384)J; MIXAJ-
LOV 1900-08; 1912, pp.XX-XXIVCno. IIJ. 
unknown 4° XVI E Sir 20 
VIKTOROV 1890, 72-73CAntoniev Sijskij monastyr' no. 13(1846)J. 
unknown 4° ca. 550 ff. XV PR* 21 
VIKTOROV 1890, 74CAntoniev Sijskij monastyr' no. 17(1862)J; 
EVSEEV 1905, p.LXIVCno. 111.19J. 
unknown 4° ca.500 ff. XVex E n+Rev*+n~~n* 22 
VIKTOROV 1890, 86CAntoniev Sijskij monastyr' no. 92(1827)J; BON-
WETSCH 1896, 35; EVSEEV 1905, p.LXVIIICno. 111.40J. 
unknown 4° ca.200 ff. XVI in MISCELLANY 23 
CPr+Ecc+Ct+PR(only Hs+Jnh+Am+Na+Ob)+nJ 
VIKTOROV 1890, 4CArxangel'skaja seminarija no. 1(29)J. 
LENINGRAD, Gosudarstvennaja publicnaja biblioteka im. M.E. Saltykova-
~cedrina CGPBJ, Otdel rukopisej, Osnovnoe sobranie (no. 560), 
F. I. 1 2° 479 ff. XVex E PEN 24 
MIXAJLOV 1900-08; 1912, pp.LXVI-LXIXCno. XVIIIJ. 
F.l.3 2° 245 ff. xvex E PR* 25 
EVSEEV 1897a, I, 62Cno. 3J; 1905, p.LXIICno. 111.6J; KAZAKOVA & 
LUR'E 1955, 278, 280-281, 293-299, 303; LUR'E 1960, 92; KLOSS, 1971. 
F.l.460 2° 295 ff. XV E PR* 26 
VOSTOKOV 1843, pp.ll-111; EVSEEV 1897a, I, 60-62Cno. 2J; 1905, 
p.LXI-LXIICno. 111.5J. 
F.l.461 2° 440 ff. XIV or XVin s BAS+PR*+SAP 27 
EVSEEV 1897a, I, 66-68Cno. 7J; SOBOLEVSKIJ 1900, 163-165; KUL'BAKIN 
1901, 21-54; JACIMIRSKIJ 1905, 617-619; MIXAJLOV 1912, p.CCLXXXIII. 
Q.l.2 4° ca.250 ff. XIVex E JJR+BAS+Esth 28 
KUL'BAKIN 1901, 21-54; SOBOLEVSKIJ 1903, 399, 433-436; PERETC 1928; 
ME~fERSKIJ 1955a, 204Cno. 2J. 
LENINGRAD, GPB, KiriUo-Belozerskij monastyr' (no. 351) CKir-Bel. J, 
1/6 2° 860 ff. XVImed CHRONOGRAPH 29 
[Begins with OCT+BAS+Esth. The Chronograph is continued in GIM, Sin. 86 
20 (Savva 1858, 267).J 
POPOV 1866-69, l, 72-78; SAXHATOV 1900; MIXAJLOV 1900-08; 1912, 
pp.XL-XLIICno. XIJ; MESCERSKIJ 1955a, 204Cno. 9J; TVOROGOV 1975, 
33, 112, 120. 
2/7 8° 276 ff. X Vex E PEN 30 
MJXAJLOV 1900-08; 1912, pp.XLII-XLIVCno. XJIJ. 
3/8 8° 464 ff. xvex PEN 31 
MIXAJLOV 1900-08; 1912, pp.XLIV-XLVCno. XIIIJ. 
4/9 XVI E JJR+BAS+Esth 32 
EVSEEV 1902b, 161-164; MESCERS~IJ 1955a, 204Cno. 6J. 
5/10 XVI E JJR+BAS+Esth 33 
MESCERSKI J 1955a, 204Cno. 7J. 
7/1084 4° 519 ff. XV CHRONOGRAPH 34 
[Incl. JJR, BASJ 
POPOV 1866-69, I, 215-217; TVOROGOV, 12-13, 109, 225-226. 
9/134 2° 330 ff. XVC2nd h.J PR* 35 
EVSEEV 1897a, I, 52-60 no. 1 ; 1905, p.LXICno. 111.2J, 1-183. 
LENINGRAD, GPB, Novae sobranie rukopisnyx knig (no. 905) CNSRKJ, 
1918:F.27 XVex_XVIin E CHRONOGRAPH 36 
CBegins with OCT+BAS+Esth.J 
TVOROGOV 1975, 32, 74-75, 97. 
LENINGRAD, GPB, Pogodin M.P. (no. 588) CPog.J, 
1 2° 59 ff. XV E Ct*+Ecc* 37 
GRANSTREM 1953, 71. 
68 4° 2 ff. XII E Dn*(frag) 38 
IL' INSKIJ 1929; GRANSTREM 1953, 21; SELAMANOVA 1966, 196Cno. 132J. 
76 16° 378 ff. XV I PEN+n 39 
MIXAJLOV 1900-08; 1912, pp.LXIX-LXXCno. XIXJ; ZUBOV 1953. 
80 4° 209 ff. XV or XV I E PR* 40 
EVSEEV 1897a, I, 6•)-65Cno. 6J; 1905, p.LXVICno. 111.31]. 
84 2° 395 ff. XVImed E Ps+GT+n 41 
CWis+Jr(pt)+Ez(pt)+1-2Chr+Mn+1Esd+Neb+2-3Esd+Tb+Esth+Jdth+1-2MccJ 
GORSKIJ & NEVOSTRUEV 1855-1917, I, 127-128; LUR'E 1960, 266-267, 
273-274, 279-280, 487; 1961, 73-77. 21 
LENINGRAD, GPB, Sofijskij sobor (no. 728) ESof.J, 
82 4° 285 ff. XVI E JJR+BAS+Esth 42 
ABRAMOVIC 1905-10, I, 131-132Cno. 82J; PERETC 1907-1911, 116, 130-
140; ME~CERSKIJ 1955a, 204Cno. 4J. 
1454 4° 566 ff. XVI E n+Tb+Jdth+n 
ABRAMOVIC 1905-10, Ill, 220-228Cno. 1454J. 
LENINGRAD, GPB, SoZoveckij monastyr' (no. 717) CSol.J, 
43 
-7-/75 2° 228 ff. XV or XVI E PEN 44 
PORFIR'EV, VADKOVSKIJ & KRASNOSEL'CEV, 1881-87, I, 1-3Cno. 1(175)J; 
MIXAJLOV 1900-08; 1912, pp.LXXX-LXXXIIICno. XXIVJ. 
-7-/75 4° 309 ff. XVex E JJR+BAS+Esth 45 
PORFIR'EV, VADKOVSKIJ & KRASNOSEL'CEV, 1881-87, I, 4Cno. 3(75)J; 
ME~CERSKIJ 1955a, 204Cno. 5J. 
802/694 4° 595 ff. 1492 E 
PORFIR'EV, VADKOVSKIJ, & KRASNOSEL'CEV, 1881-87, 
(694)J; EVSEEV 1905, p.LXIIICno. 111.15J; LUR'E 
-?-/1132 2° 349 ff. XVI E 
PORFIR'EV, VADKOVSKIJ, & KRASNOSEL'CEV, 1881-87, 











MOSKVA, Central'nyj gosudarstvennyj arxiv drevnix aktov CCGADAJ, Rukopis-
nye knigi, Biblioteka Moskovskogo glavnogo arxiva Ministerstva inostran-
nyx del (fond 181) CBMGAMIDJ, 
279/658 2° 531 ff. C1460s-1470sJ E CHRONOGRAPH 48 
Clncl. OCT, BAS,Dn, Jb(pt), ls(pt), Jr(pt)J 
OBOLENSKIJ 1851; SREZNEVSKIJ 1879, 111-139Cno. LXXXIVJ; LEONID 1889 
Ccited as no. 902/1498J; SESTAKOV 1894; ~AXMATOV 1900, 15-16; EVSEEV 
1905, pp.LIX-LXCno. 11.1J, 1-183; MIXAJLOV 1900-08; 1912, pp.XXIV-
XXVIICno. IIIJ; MESCERSKIJ 1958a, 15-16Cno. 2J; TVOROGOV 1975, 16-17, 
23, etc.; ~CAPOV 1976b, 20-21, 103-107. 
unknown 2° 193 ff. XV E? PEN 49 
STROEV 1882, 317. 
MOSKVA, Gosudarstvennaja biblioteka SSSR im. V.I. ~enina CGBLJ, Otdel 
22 rukopisej, Grigorovia V.I. (fond 87) CGrig.J, 
1(1684) 2° 373 ff. XVI(lst h.J S OCT+BAS 50 
VIKTOROV 1879, 3-4Cno. 1(1684)J; KUL'BAKIN 1901, 21-54; VAJS 1905a, 
17-34; MIXAJLOV 1900-08; 1908, 27-36; 1912, pp.XXXVI-XXXIXCno. IXJ; 
PETRUN' 1927, 148Cno. 51J. 
MOSKVA, GBL, Moskovskaja duxovnaja akademija (fond 173) CMDAJ, 
12 2° 621 ff. Cca.1470-1490J E CHRONOGRAPH 51 
[Begins with OCT+BAS+EsthJ 
LEONID 1883-85, II, 1-5Cno. B.1.1(12)J; MIXAJLOV 1900-08; 1912, 
pp.XXXIV-XXXVI [no. VIII J; ME?:EERSKIJ 1955a, 204-205Cno. 18J; 1958a, 
16Cno. 5J; UXOVA & KLEPIKOV 1960, 166-167; TVOROGOV 1975, 17, 75-
76. 
19 2° 393 ff. XVC4th q.J E PR*+n 52 
BUSLAEV 1861, call. 143-146; LEONID 1883-1885, II, 19-20Cno. 8.11.5 
(19)J; EVSEEV 1905, p.LXlVCno. II t.21J; TUNICKIJ 1918; UXOVA & 
KLEPIKOV 1960, 168. 
20 2° 340 ff. 1489 E PR* 53 
LEONID 1883-1885, II, 20-24Cno. 8.11.6(20) J; EVSEEV 1897a, I, 62-
63Cno. 4J; 1905, p.LXI [no. 111.3J; TUNICKIJ 1918; UXOVA & KLEPIKOV 
1960, 168-169; KUEKIN & POPOV 1974. 
141 4° 244 ff. XVI Jb* 54 
LEONID 1883-85, II, 25,Cno. B.II.8(141)J. 
215 4° 296 ff. XVIClst q.J E MISCELLANY 55 
Clncl. PR*(pt)+Pr+Ps*+Ct*J 
LEONID 1883-85, I, 96-98Cno. B.VII.20(215)J; UXOVA & KLEPIKOV 1960, 
192. 
217 4° 371 ff. XVI E n+Dn*(pt)+n 56 
LEONID 1883-85, I, 162-164Cno. B.V11.36(217)J; BONWETSCH 1896, 34. 
MOSKUA, GBL, Muzejnoe sobranie (fond 178) [Muz.J, 
27, 28, 29, 31, 204=Rum. 27, 28, 29, 31, 204. 
640.2 1 f. XII E PR*(frag) 57 
TIXOMIROV 1962-72, I II, 87, 112-116, 152-156; IV, 214Cno. 13J; 
?:ELAMANOVA 1965, 196Cno. 139J. 
1431=Sev. 1 (1431). 
1684=Grig. 1 (1684). 23 
MOSKVA, GBL, Obseestvo istorii i drevnostej rossijskix (fondy 204,205) 
WIDRJ, 
171 2 ° 92 ff. X I II [2nd h. J E n+Ct* 
STROEV 1845, 61Cno. 171J; SELAMANOVA 1966, 201 [no. 220J. 
189 4° 476 ff. xvex E MISCELLANY 
CCt+Pr+n+Sir+nJ 
STROEV 1845, 65-68Cno. 189J; BUSLAEV 1861, call. 151-164, 641-684. 
MOSKVA, GBL, Rwnjancev N.P. (fond 256) [Rum. J, 
27 4° 412 ff. XV E PEN+n 
28 
VOSTOKOV 1842, 29-32Cno. 
MIXAJLOV 1900-08; 1912, 
2° 443 ff. 
XXVIIJ; BUSLAEV 1861, call. 147-152; 
pp.LXX-LXXIICno. XXJ. 
XV I E MISCELLANY 
CPEN+Jsh+Jb*+PR*+SirJ 
VOSTOKOV 1842, 32-33Cno. XXVIII J; EVSEEV 1897a, I, 63Cno. 5J; 1905, 






29 4° 278 ff. 1537 S OCT+BAS 62 
VOSTOKOV 1842, 33-34Cno. XXIXJ; KUL'BAKIN 1901, 21-54; JACIMIRSKIJ 
1906, 3-6, 8-13Ctexts no. 1-2, 4-]J; MIXAJLOV 1900-08; 1912, pp. 
LXXIV-LXXVII Cno. XXII J; KALUZNJACKIJ & SOBOLEVSKIJ 1916, pl.121. 
31 4° 364 ff. XV PR 63 
VOSTOKOV 1842, 35-36Cno. XXXI J; EVSEEV 1905, p.LXIVCno. 111.22J. 
204 2° 491 ff. XV I E n+Ecc+n 64 
VOSTOKOV 1842, 270-274Cno. CCIVJ; KAZAKOVA & LUR'E 1955, 230, 235, 
236, 243, 247, 251, 253, 463. 
MOSKVA, GBL, Sevast'janov P.I. (fond 270) CSev.J, 
1 (1431) 2° 394 ff. xvin s OCT 65 
VIKTOROV 1881, 35-37Cno. 1(1431)J; VAJS 1905a, 17-32; MIXAJLOV 1900-
08; 1908, 27-36; 1912, pp.LXXVII-LXXXCno. XXIIIJ; KARSKIJ 1928, 432. 
MOSKVA, GBL, Tixonravov N.S. (fond 299) CTix.J, 
354 4° 20 ff. XVI Tb 66 
24 GEORGIEVSKIJ 1913, 63Cno. 354J. 
453 16° 483 ff. X\11 in Ml SCELLANY 67 
CPEN+PR(pt)+nJ 
MIXAJLOV 1900-08; 1912, pp.LXXXII 1-LXXXVICno. XXVJ; GEORGIEVSKIJ 
1913, 81Cno. 453J. 
MOSKVA, GBL, Troiae-Sergieva Lavra (fond· 304) CTSLJ, 
2° 166 ff. XIVC2nd h.J PEN+n 
ILARIJ & ARSENIJ 1878-80, I, 1Cno. 1(2013)J; SREZNEVSKIJ 1881; 
MIXAJLOV 1900-08; 1912, pp.XLVIII-LXIIICno. XVJ; KARSKIJ 1928, 420; 
UXOVA & KLEPIKOV 1960, 74; ~ELAMANOVA 1966, 230Cno. 743J; TVOROGOV 
1975, 23, 24. 
68 
2 4° 166 ff. XIVex JJR+Esth+n 69 
BUSLAEV 1861, co11. 117-136; ILARIJ & ARSENIJ 1878-80, I, 1-2Cno. 2 
(2027)J; EVSEEV 1902b, 161-164; VAJS 1905a, 17-32; ME~tERSKIJ 1955a, 
203-204Cno. 1J; KLEPIKOV 1960, 195; ~ELAMANOVA 1966, 259Cno. 1302J; 
KLOSS 1971; TVOROGOV 1975, 23. 
44 2° 251 ff. XVC1st th.J E PEN+n 70 
ILARIJ & ARSENIJ 1878-80, I, 51-52Cno. 44(1550)J; UXOVA & KLEPIKOV 
1960, 81. 
45 2° 212 ff. XVIex E PEN 71 
ILARIJ & ARSENIJ 1878-80, I, 52Cno. 45(1551)J. 
63 4° 358 ff. xvex E PR 72 
ILARIJ & ARSENIJ 1878-80, I, 59-60Cno. 63(1553)J; EVSEEV 1905, 
p.LXIIICno. 111.1]]. 
89 2° 261 ff. XVI in PR* 73 
90 
91 
ILARIJ & ARSENIJ 1878-80, I, 75-77Cno. 89(1547)J; EVSEEV 1905, 
p.LXIVCno. 111.18J; TUNICKIJ 1918. 
2° 463 ff. 1489 
ILARIJ & ARSENIJ 1878-80, I, 77Cno. 
Cno. 111.4J; TUNICKIJ 1918; UXOVA & 
2° 326 ff. xvend 
E PR* 
90(1546)J; EVSEEV 1905, p.LXI 




CPR* (pts) , n J 
728 
ILARIJ & ARSENIJ 1878-80, I, 77-78Cno. 91(1548)J. 
2° 392 ff. XIV JJR+BAS+n 76 
ILARIJ & ARSENIJ 1878-80, Ill, 116-117Cno. 728(1549) J; SAXMATOV 1900; 
KLEPIKOV 1960; KLOSS 1971; TVOROGOV 1975, 74-79. 25 
730 4° 490 ff. XVIC1st h.J E MISCELLANY 77 
Clncl. Ct, Sir, Pr, Ct*, EccJ 
ILARIJ & ARSENIJ 1878-80, Ill, 119-122Cno. 730(1855)J. 
782 4° 461 ff. XV I med E n+Dn*+n 78 
ILARIJ & ARSENIJ 1878-80, II I, 203Cno. 782(1631)J; BONWETSCH 1896, 
34; EVSEEV 1905, p.LXVIIICno. 111.41J. 
MOSKVA, GBL, Undol'skij V.M. (fond 310) Wnd. J, 




UNDOL 1 SKIJ 1870, coli. 1-9Cno. 1J; ~AXMATOV 1900; EVSEEV 1905, 
p.LXVIII Cno. 111.43J; MIXAJLOV 1900-08; 1908, 27-36; 1912, pp.I-XX 
Cno. IJ; MESCERSKIJ 1955a, 204Cno. 3J; KAZAKOVA & LUR 1 E 1955, 163, 
280-281, 285-293, 299-305; LUR 1 E 1960, 92; KLOSS 1971; TVOROGOV 
1975, 74-79. 
40 66 ff. XVI Sir 
UN DOL 1 SKI J 1870, co 1. 10Cno. 3J. 
go 14 ff. XVI E Ecc* 
UNDOL 1 SKI J 1870, col •. 15Cno. 13J. 
40 279 ff. XVI ex E PR* 
UNDOL I SKIJ 1870, coli. 19-24Cno. 18J; EVSEEV 1905, p.LXVI II-LXIX 
[no. Ill. 45J. 
MOSKVA, GBL, Volokolamskij monastyr' (fond 113) CVol.J, 
7 2° 159 ff. XV E PEN 
8 
9 
GORSKIJ 1860; STROEV 1891, 30Cno. XXVII in F0 J; IOSIF 1881, 2Cno. 4 
(7)J; MIXAJLOV 1900-08; 1912, pp.XXXIII-XXXIVCno. VIIJ; ZIMIN 1977, 
23. 
4° 563 ff. 
GORSKIJ 1860; STROEV 
Cno. 5(8)J; MIXAJLOV 
1973, 486-487; ZIMIN 







CCCLXXXV in QOJ; lOS IF 1881. 2 
pp.XXX-XXXIIICno. VI J; BEGUNOV 
GT 
C1-2Chr+Jdth+Esth+Wis+Jr(pt)J 
STROEV 1891, 173Cno. CCCLXXXVII in Q0 J; IOSIF 1881, 2Cno. 6(9)J; 







10 40 228 ff. XVI E Jb+n 86 
STROEV 1891, 176Cno. CCCXCIV in Q0 J; lOSIF 1881, 2-3Cno. 7 (1 0) J; 
ZIMIN 1977, 27. 
11 40 270 ff. XVI E GT 87 
C1Esd+Neh+2-3Esd+Tob+1-2Mcc+Ez(pt)J 
STROEV 1891, 177Cno. CCCXCVII in Q0 J; IOSIF 1881, 3Cno. 8(11)J; 
ZIMIN 1977, 27. 
12 40 400 ff. XVI JJR+BAS+Esth 88 
STROEV 1891, 178-179Cno. CCCCCJ I in QOJ; lOS IF 1881, 3Cno. 9(12) J; 
ME~CERSKIJ 1955a, 204Cno. 15J; ZIMIN 1977. 27. 
13 40 260 ff. XVI in E MISCELLANY 89 
CCt*+Ct+Pr+Ecc+n+Sir+nJ 
STROEV 1891, 156-151Cno. 
ZIMIN 1977, 26. 
CCCXLVI in Q0 J; IOSIF 1881, 3-4Cno. 10(13)J; 
14 4° 360 ff. E MISCELLANY 
CCt*+Ct+Pr+Ecc+n+SirJ 
486 
STROEV 1891 , 150Cno. CCCXLV in Q0 J; lOS IF 1881. 4Cno. 11 (14) J; 
ZIMIN 1977, 26. 
40 307 ff. 1519 E n+Dn*+n 
SREZNEVSKIJ 1874, CIIJ, 35-55, CIIIJ, 1-30, pl.V; STROEV 1891, 110 
Cno. CCLXXVIII in Q0 J; IOSIF 1881, 90-91Cno. 131(486)J; BONWETSCH 
1896, 33-34; EVSEEV 1905, pp.LXVII-LXVIIICno. 111.39J, 1-183; 
ZIMIN 1977, 26. 
605 2° 345 ff. XVI in E Ml SCELLANY 
Cn+Ct+Pr+Ecc+Sir+JbJ 
STROEV 1891, 36Cno. XXXIX in F0 J; IOSIF 1881, 270Cno. 204(605)J; 




MOSKVA, Gosudarstvennyj istoriceskij muzej CGIMJ, Otdel rukopisej, Barsov 
E. V. (nos. 48987, 52073) CBars. J, 
1 XV E? BIBLE? 93 
[Contents uncertain; described as 11 pre-Gennad ian. 11 ] 
MALICKIJ & ~CEPKIN 1915, 27-28; ~CEPKINA & PROTAS'EVA 1958, 54. 
unknown XVI E? PR* 94 
MALICKIJ & ~CEPKIN 1915, 28. 27 
MOSKVA, GIM, Cudovskij monastyr' (no. 80370) CCud. J, 
6 2° 93 ff. 1394 Jb* 95 
PETROV 1879, 142Cno. 6J; SOBOLEVSKIJ 1906, pl.15; ~CEPKINA, PROTA-
S'EVA, KOSTJUXINA, & GOLY~ENKO 1965-66, I, 177; ~ELAMANOVA 1966, 
220Cno. 563J. 
8 4° 93 ff. XIV E Ct* 96 
PETROV 1879, 143Cno. 8J; ~CEPKINA, PROTAS'EVA, KOSTJUXINA, & GOLY-
~ENKO 1965-66, I, 183; SELAMANOVA 1966, 250Cno. 1126J. 
12 2° 127 ff. Xll[2nd h.J E n+Dn* 97 
25 
NEVOSTRUEV 1868, CIJ, 2-4, CIIJ, 1-188; plates; SREZNEVSKIJ 1874, 
Cll J, 1-35; plates I-IV; PETROV 1879, 143Cno. 12J; BONWETSCH 1896, 
32-33; EVSEEV 1905, p.LXVIIcno. 111.38], 1-183; SCEPKINA, PROTA-
S'EVA, KOSTJUXINA, & GOLY~ENKO 1965-66, I, 151; ~ELAMANOVA 1966, 
192Cno. 66J; GOLYSENKO 1969. 
E? JJR+BAS+Esth 
PETROV 1879, 147Cno. 25J. 
174 4° 333 ff. XVI E Jb*+n 
PETROV 1879, 159Cno. 174J. 
182 2° 333 ff. XV PR* 




183 4° 497 ff. XVI E PR* 101 
PETROV 1879, 160Cno. 183J; EVSEEV 1905, p.LXIICno. 111.8J. 
184 4° 427 ff. XV I E PR* 102 
PETROV 1879, 160Cno. 184J; EVSEEV 1905, p.LXIICno. 111.9J. 
185 2° 519 ff. XVI PR* 103 
PETROV 1879, 160Cno. 185J; EVSEEV 1905, p.LXIICno. 111.10J. 
200 227 ff. XVI E MISCELLANY 104 
CRev*+Pr+Ecc+Ct+Sir+nJ 
PETROV 1879, 162Cno. 200J. 
MOSKVA, GIM, Muzejnoe sobranie (nos. 20529, 45169, 47051, 48748, 64075) 
CMuz. J, 
358 2° 1031 ff. Cca. 1560-1580 J CHRONICLE 105 
[Illustrated Chronicle, vol.l, incl. PEN, Jb(pt), Jsh, Jdg.J 
28 SCEPKIN 1899; PRESNJAKOV 1900; 1901; PODOBEDOVA 1965, esp. 102-314. 
MOSKVA, GIM, Saukin P.I. (no. 
507 297 ff. 
239o5> cseuk. J, 
1475 PR*+SAl' 106 
JACIMIRSKIJ 1905, 64-65, 
1965. 
253-254; 1906, pp.L1X-LXII, pl.i; KUZNECOV 
MOSKVA, GIM, SinodaZ'noe sobranie (no. 80370) CSin. J, 
21 2° 1041 ff. 1558 E BIBLE(G) 107 
GORSKIJ & NEVOSTRUEV 1855-1917, I, 1-164Cno. 2(21)J; SAVVA 1858, 
16Hno. 21(2)J; 1863, 32, p1.4HtopJ; EVSEEV 1905, p.LXVCno. 111.26J; 
ME~~ERSKIJ 1955a, 204Cno. 11J. 
30 2° 1013 ff. cca.1570-1571?J E BIBLE(G) 108 
GORSKIJ & NEVOSTRUEV 1855-1917, I, 1-164cno. 3(30)J; SAVVA 1858, 
161Cno. 30(3)J; 1863, 32, p1.41CbottomJ; EVSEEV 1905, pp.LXV-LXVI 
[no. 111.27J; ME~~ERSKIJ 1955a, 204Cno. 12J. 
117 2° 265 ff. XVI E PR 109 
GORSKIJ & NEVOSTRUEV 1855-1917, I, 202-207Cno. 18(117)J; SAVVA 1858, 
222Cno. 117(18)J; EVSEEV 1905, p.LXVI[no. 111.28J. 
118 2° 419 ff. XVI E PR* 110 
GORSKIJ & NEVOSTRUEV 1855-1917, 11:1, 111-117[no. 79(118)J; SAVVA 
1858, 222Cno. 118(79)J; EVSEEV 1905, p.LXI ll[no. 111.13J, 1-183. 
202 2° 309 ff. 1412 s Jb* 111 
GORSKIJ & NEVOSTRUEV 1855-1917, 11:1, 53-59Cno. 63(202)J; SAVVA 1858, 
215[no. 202(63)J. 
251 2° 163 ff. XVI MISCELLANY 112 
CCt+Pr+Wis(pts)+Pr(pts)+Ecc+Sir+Jb+WisJ 
GORSKIJ & NEVOSTRUEV 1855-1917, I, 196-202[no. 17(251)J; SAVVA 1858, 
161Cno. 251(17)J. 
300 2° 352 ff. XVI E PR* 113 
GORSKIJ & NEVOSTRUEV 1855-1917, 11:1, 109-117Cno. 78(300)J; SAVVA 
1858, 222Cno. 300(78)J; EVSEEV 1905, p.LXIIICno. 111.12J, 1-183. 
301 2° 273 ff. XVI or XVII in E PR* 114 
GORSKIJ & NEVOSTRUEV 1855-1917, 11:1, 112-117Cno. 81(301)J; SAVVA 
1858, 222Cno. 301 (81)J; EVSEEV 1905, p.LXVIICno. 111.34J, 1-183. 
303 2° 330 ff. XVI E PR* 115 
GORSKIJ & NEVOSTRUEV 1855-1917, 11:1, 112-117Cno. 80(303)J; SAVVA 
1858, 222Cno. 303(80)J; EVSEEV 1905, p.LXVCno. 111.24J, 1-183. 29 
462 
576 
40 364 ff. XVI E JJR+BAS+Esth 116 
GORSKIJ & NEVOSTRUEV 1855-1917, I, 180-181Cno. 12(462) J; SAVVA 1858, 
161Cno. 462(12)J. 
40 380 ff. XVI in E PR*+n 
GORSKIJ & NEVOSTRUEV 1855-1917, 11:2, 642-647Cno. 204(576)J; SAVVA 
1858, 222Cno. 576J; EVSEEV 1905, p.LXVI Cno. 111.30J. 
117 
577 4° 375 ff. XVI E PR 118 
GORSKIJ & NEVOSTRUEV 1855-1917, I, 207-208Cno. 19(577)J; SAVVA 1858, 
222Cno. 577(19)J; EVSEEV 1905, p.LXVICno. 111.29J. 
915 2° 986 ff. 1499 E BIBLE(G) 119 
GORSKIJ & NEVOSTRUEV 1855-1917, I, 1-164Cno. 1(915)J; BUSLAEV 1855, 
44-56, pl.XVII; 1861, coli. 163-198; SAVVA 1858, 160-16Hno. 915 
(l)J; 1863,31, p1.38; KUL'BAKIN 1901, 21-54; EVSEEV 1905, p.LXV 
Cno. 111.25J; 1916; MIXAJLOV 1900-08; 1912, pp.XXXIX-XLCno. XJ; 
MES~ERSKIJ 1955a, 204Cno. lOJ; LUR'E 1960, 271; FREIDHOF 1972; 1974; 
1977. CN.B. This manuscript has frequently been used also by inves-
tigators of the Church Slavonic New Testament. See METZGER 1963; 
1977; HANNICK 1972 for the references.] 
MOSKVA, GIM, Uvarov A.S. (nos. 911, 80269-80271) CUvar.J, 
1/652 2° 885 ff. XV I E BIBLE (G) 120 
LEONID 1893-94, I, 1-5Cno. 1(652)J; MES~ERSKIJ 1955a, 204Cno. 14J. 
3/18 2° 638 ff. XVC2nd h.J E CHRONOGRAPH 121 
CBegins with OCT+BAS+EsthJ 
LEONID 1893-94, I, 5-8Cno. 3(18)J; MIXAJLOV 1900-08; 1912, pp.LXXXVl-
LXXXIXCno. XXVIJ; MES~ERSKIJ 1955a, 204-205Cno. 16J; 1958a, 16 
Cno. 4J; TIXOMIROV (M.N.) 1962, 69Cno. 64J, 161-174; TVOROGOV 1975, 
17,23,32,75-76. 
137/334 2° 417 ff. XVIin E PR* 122 
STROEV 1848, 322Cno. 325J; LEONID 1893-94, I, 86Cno. 137(334)(325)J; 
EVSEEV 1905, p.LXIIICno. 111.14J, and wrongly also p.LXVIICno. Ill. 
36J. 
MOSKVA, GIM, Vaxrameev I.A. (nos. 45899, 45900) CVax.J, 
4° 994 ff. XVI or XVII MISCELLANY 123 
3Q COCT+1-3K+Pr+n+4K+Tb+Jb+PR+nJ 
THOV 1888-1907, l, 1-3Cno. 1J, and 16 unnumbered plates; ~tEPKINA 
& PROTAS'EVA 1958, 57. 
MOSKVA, GIM, Xludov A.I. (no. 86795) CXlud.J, 
1 2° 427 ff. XVIin PR+Rev* 124 
POPOV 1872, l-4Cno. 1 J; EVSEEV 1905, pp.LXIV-LXVCno. 111.23J, 1-183. 
ODESSA, Oerzavna naukova biblioteka O.M. Hor'koho CONBJ, Viddil ridkyx 
vydan' i rukopysiv, 
6 2° 336 ff. 1418 S BAS 125 
MOtUL'SKIJ 1890, 5-6Cno. 4(30)J; POPRUZENKO 1894; KUL'BAKIN 1901, 
21-54; LAVROV 1915, 251-257; 1916, pl.66; PETRUN' 1927, 150-15Hno. 
]OJ; KARSKIJ 1928, 427; KOPYLENKO & RAPAPORT 1960, 550Cno. 107(6)J; 
MO~IN 1966, 138. 
94 2° 7 ff. XVI S Ct* 126 
MOtUL'SKIJ 1890, 42Cno. 25(51)J; PETRUN' 1927, 149Cno. 641; KOPYLEN-
KO & RAPAPORT 1960, 550Cno. 119(94) 1. 
RILA, Bibliotekata na Rilskija manastir CRila1, 
1/4(18) 2° 271 ff. XVI S Jb* 127 
SPROSTRANOV 1902, 9. 
2/24(37) 4° [1081+127 ff. XVI S n+Ct* 128 
SPROSTRANOV 1902, 44-45. 
VILNIUS, Lietuvos TSR Mokslu akademijos Centrine biblioteka CMACB1, 
47/48 4° 495 ff. ' XV I E PR* 129 
OOBRJANSKIJ 1882, 58-60Cno. 47(48)1; EVSEEV 1897a, I, 69-?0Cno. 9J; 
1905, p.LXVICno. 111.321. 
48/219 2° 388 ff. C1595?1 PR*+n 130 
OOBRJANSKIJ 1882, 60-61Cno. 48(219)J; EVSEEV 1897a, I, 68-69Cno. 81. 
51/3 2° 279 ff. 1514 E PEN 131 
OOBRJANSKIJ 1882, 63-64Cno. 51(3)1; MIXAJLOV 1900-08; 1912, pp.XXIX-
XXXCno. V1. 
52/224 2° 271 ff. XVI JJR+BAS+Esth 132 
OOBRJANSKIJ 1882, 64-65Cno. 52(224)1. 31 
109/147 2° 736 ff. cca.1556J CHRONOGRAPH 133 
[Incl. OCT, BAS, Dn, Jb(pt), ls(pt), Jr(pt)J 
DOBRJANSKIJ 1882, 246-255,Cno. 109(147) J; ISTRIN 1894, 124-139, 317-
361; GLEYE 1894; SAXMATOV 1900; EVSEEV 1905, p.LX[no. 11.2J, 1-183; 
ME~fERSKIJ 1955b; 1956; 1958a, 15, 21-30Cno. 1J; TVOROGOV 1975, 16-
17, 23, etc. 
WARSZAWA, Bib1ioteka Narodowa, Biblioteka Ordynacji Zamojskiej CBOZJ, 
105 4° 656 ff. xvex JJR+BAS+Esth 134 
~fAPOV 1976a,l, 45-47. 
ZAGREB, Jugoslavenska Akademija Znanosti i Umjetnosti [JAZUJ, Arhiv, 
I I I c 17 2° 3 36 ff. XV I med OCT+n 1 35 
MIXAJLOV 1900-08; 1912, pp.LXIII-LXVCno. XVIJ; MO~IN 1952-55, I, 
117-118; II, p1.7Hno. 61(111 c 17)(Mihanovi.; 28)J. CN.B. When 
examined by Mixajlov, the manuscript contained 341 ff., of which ff. 
335-339 seem now to be missing, to judge by Masin's description.] 
ZAGREB, Povijesni Muzej Hrvatske CPMHJ, Odje1 Srba w Hrvatskoj, 
R-38 4° 267 ff. xvmed s BAS 136 
MO~IN 1970, 23-24Cno. 24J; 1971,9, p1.3Cno. 1(R-38)(Lepavina 48)J. 
Present locations unknown; cited by last known location: 
BELOE OZERO, Kirillo-Belozerskij monastyr', 
9/675 E? Dn* 137 
EVSEEV 1905, p.LXVIII[no. 111.42J: still at the monastery, not 
with the bulk of its collection then held by the S.-Peterburgskaja 
duxovnaja akademija (now held by the GPB at Leningrad). 
FRU~KA GORA, Manastir Krusedola, 
81 4° 359 ff. XVI OCT+BAS 138 
MIXAJLOV 1900-08; 1912, pp.XLV-XLVIIICno. XlVJ; PETKOVIC 1914, ~o. 
unknown]. The bulk of this collection is now held by the Muzej Srpske 
Pravoslavne Crkve at Beograd, but this manuscript is not there 
32 (MO~IN 1955). 
GOR'KIJ Cthen NI!NJJ NOVGORODJ, Blagovescensklj monastyr', 
1(29) 4° 416 ff. XV E PR 139 
V1KTOROV 1890, 324Cno. 1(29)J; EVSEEV 1905, p.tXIVCno. 111.20J. 
The bulk of this collection is now held by the Gosudarstvennyj 
istoriko-arkitekturnyj muzej-zapovednik at Gor'kij, but this manu-
script is not given in the incomplete lists of PRIVALOVA 1956 and 
KUDRJAVCEV, ~LIXTER & ~~APOV 1958, and may not be there. 
OSTA~KOVO (vicinity), Nilov Stolbenskij monastyr', 
1(1) 2° 442 ff. XVIin E PEN+n 140 
VIKTOROV 1890, 197-198Cno. 1(1)J; MIXAJLOV 1900-08; 1912, pp.LXV-
LXVI[no. XVIIJ. The bulk of this collection is now held by the 
GBL at Moscow, but this manuscript is not there (ROGOV 1962, 169). 
PETROZAVODSK, Arxierejskij dom, 
11(213) 4° 181 ff. XV E n+Dn* 141 
Index 
BARSOV 1877, 30Cno. 30J; VIKTOROV 1890, 288cno. 11(213)J; BONWETSCH 
1896, 35. The bulk of this collection is now held by the Central'-
nyj gosudarstvennyj arxiv Karel'skoj ASSR at Petrozavodsk (MALY~EV 
1947, 149). 
South Slavic Manuscripts 
OCT +BAS .....••.•.•.•••.•..•.•.•• , •.. , •••.• , , , •.... , • , . , 3 , 6 , 50, 62 , 138 
OCT .•.•..•.•..••••••..•.•..•.•.•.••..•..•.••..•..••. , .. , .. , . 1 , 65, 135 
BAS ............................................... , .... 2, 10, 125, 136 
BAS+PR*+SAP •••.•••••..•.••.••••••.•• , , • , , , , , .• , • , , , , • , ••.•••.• , , ••• , .• 27 
BAS+SAP ...•. , .• , ..•.• , , . , •• , .• , .••.• , , • , •• , , • , •. , , •••• , , •• , • , • , •.•••• , . , 9 
PR*+SAP ..... I ... I.'.' .. ' ... ~. I.'. I.'' I', .• I,. t.'. I.,'. I .... I .. ', ..... 106 
Jbt3-4K(frag} I Itt t t t t t t t t 11 t t 11 t 1 t t t t 'I 1 t t t too o t '-' o o o o 1 o o o toot o o o o o, o o o 1] 
Jb* 0 t I' t tIt It I It I I I Itt t I I I I I I I I I It It I I I Itt t t t t 1 1 t t t t t t toto o 8 t 111 t 127 
Ct* ., .. ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,.,, .. ,,,, .. ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,~ .•.... 126,128 
PR .•..•.. I I.,.' ... I. I,,. I.''~. I I'' I.'. t' ''' t I' .. '''. , . ''''.I. 4 t 5. 124 33 
East Slavia Manuscripts 
BIBLE(G) 107, 108, 119, 120 
BIBLE? (pre-Gennadi an, contents uncertain) . , , , , .. , ., ..... , • , , .. , , 93 
OCT+BAS+Esth+Ct+Ecc+Pr+Wis (pts) ,Ct .• , ..... , .• , ........ , .• , ,. , ..•.. , •. 79 
PEN,Jb(pt) ,JJR,BAS,Tb,Esth,Dn(pts): CHRONICLE .. , .. , .. , ........ , .• 105+15 
OCT,BAS,Dn,Jb(pt) ,ls(pt) ,Jr{pt): CHRONOGRAPH ........... , .• , .•••. 48, 133 
OCT+1-3K+Pr,4K+Tb+Jb+PR • , ..••• , .• ,,. , ., , , , •• , ,,, , . , • , .••.•.•...•.••. 123 
PEN+Jsh+Jb*+PR>~+S i r ...•......•.•..•..•. , .•••.•...••..•••.•••••..••.•• 61 
OCT+BAS+Esth: CHRONOGRAPH .................. , ........ 18, 29, 36, 51, 121 
OCT+BAS ...••••.••••.•.•.•.•... , •..•.•••••.•••. , •••.• , ••••••.•.•.•.... 13 
PEN .•...• 19, 24, 30, 31, 39, 44, 49, 60, 68, 70, 71, 83, 84, 131, 140 
PEN+PR(pt) ..••.• , ..•.•........••.. , ... , . , .•.••..••.••...•.•..•....• 67 
JJR+BAS+Esth .......•..•• 14, 28, 32, 33, 42, 45, 88, 98, 116, 132, 134 
JJR,BAS: CHRONOGRAPH .......•.. , .• , .••.•••..•••.. , •••..••• , ..•••••.• 34 
JJR+BAS ..•.••••..• , .•..•.••...••••••••••..•.•...•••.•...•.•..• , .• , • 76 
JJR+Esth .••.•••••.••.••..••••.•. , . , •.••••.••••••••••••. , ••••. , ..••• 69 
Jb,Pr,Ecc,Ct,Ct*,Sir (various arrangements) ..... 59, 77,· 89, 90, 92, 104 
Ct+Pr+Wis(pts)+Pr{pts)+Ecc+Sir+Jb+Wis .. , .............. , ........ , .... 112 
Jb* ••....••.•...••.•....••.••..•••••.••••••••••.•••.•.••..• 54, 95, 99. 
Jb ••..•....•••.••..••...••.•..•.••.•...•..•.••.••••••••.....•.••..• 86 
Ecc* ..•.••..••• , ••••••..••• , .•••.• , • , •••..•••.•.•.••..••.••• , ..• , • , 81 
Ecc ...•••..•••••.• , ••••• , .• , , ••.• , ••...•.••.• , ..•.• , •••..••••.• , ••• 64 
Ct* , .•...•.•••••..•••.••••.••.•.••••••• , •••• , ••• ,.,,., , •• , ., , .• 58, 96 
Ct*+Ecc* •.....•.•..•.....•••..••.•••. , ••••.•• , • , •• , ••••.••••••••• , , 37 
Sir .•.•• , .•.•••..•.•...••••••••.••.•••••••. , ••••••••• , •• , •• , •. , 20, 80 
PR*(pt)+Pr,Ct* ................ , ............... , ...................... 55 
Pr+Ecc+Ct+PR(pt) .... ,. ........ , ..... , .... , ...... , .................... 23 
PR+Jb(pts)+Pr+Wis(pts)+BAS(pts)+Ecc+Ct,Sir ........................... 16 
PR* ....... 12, 21, 25, 26, 35, 40, 46, 47, 52, 53, 57, 73, 74, 75, 82, 
9~. 100, 101, 102, 103, 110, 113, 114, 115, 117, 122, 129, 130 
PR ................... , ..... , .................... 63, 72, 109, 118, 139 
On* .................................. 22, 38,.56, 78, 91, 97,137,141 
GT (wholly or in part) ............. , .............. 7, 41, 43, 66, 85, 87 
34 GT,Jb,Pr,Ecc,Sir,PR ......... ,.,,.,,.,.,., ................. , ... , ...... 17 
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